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Illinois Power's (IP) Response to the Nuclear
Regulator)KCommission's Follow-Up to the Request
for Additional Information (RAI) Regarding Generic
Letter 92-08. "Thermo-Lag 330-1 Fire Barmers'

Subject:

Dear Sir:

This letter provid s Illinois Power's (IP) respon~se to the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission's (NRC) RAI 7of December 28, 1994, which requested additional information
regarding Generic Letter 92-08. In that letter, the NR& expressed concerns related to the
quality assurance progran of the Thermo-Lag manufacturer, Thermal Science,
Incorporated, and the quality of Thermo-Lag materials On the basis of the NRC's
conclusion that some of thle Thermo-Lag parameters cannot be verified by plant walk-
downs or by comparison 'hith installation procedures ors records, the NRC requested
extensive information reg'a'rding Thermo-Lag material properties and attributes that would
require IP to perform disassembly and detailed examinaiion of a representative sample of
Thermo-Lag installed at Clinton Power Station (CPS).

As previously stated in IP's response (U-602250 dated February 9, 1994) to the
NRC's RAI letter dated Dect.nber 21, 1993, IP has eleven installations of Therrno-Lag in
;dfire zones at CPS. Also in that letter, IP committedito implement hardware
modifications in CPS fire"zones"CBj, 'C;B-5a, ahd CB'd by the end of Refueling Outage
No. 6 (currently schedul d to complete in'December oI,,-996) and in CPS fire zoneICB-'lg '
by the end of Refueling (otage No. 7 (currently scheduled to complete in May of 1998).
IP subsequently determined that these modifications Wiould not rely on Thermo-Lag
material to protect the safe shutdown capability in thecJe fire zones. The compensatory
measures described in IP etter U-602250 for these fodr installations will remain in place
until the modifications are installed. Therefore, the int6rmation contained in this letter
regarding the quality assurance of Thermo-Lag material and installation parameters is
relevanton] for the Thermo-Lag installed in CPS fire'zones A-la, C-2, CB-le, CB-1f, D-
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As indicated in IP's letter t-602425, dated March 16, 1`995, IP has prepared safety
J-Ievaluations to address the protected components in fire zones A-la, C-2, CB-le, CB-lf,

D-8, and F-lp in accordance with'10 CFR 50.59. These evaluations determined that no
unreviewed safety questions exist' As shown in the safety evaluations, the fire endurance
capability of the installed Thermolag barrier is but one part oftthe defense-in-depth
features of the CPS fire protection~program. Collectively, these features ensure that safe
shutdown capability would not b' affected by a fire in one of these six fire zones.
Therefore, minor variations in thJ'4uality or installation of the Thermo-Lag material would
not have a significant impact on tic capability to safely shutdown the plant. Consequently,
the conclusions of the safety evaluations transmitted to the NRC on March 16. 1995
remain valid.

IP has detcrmiined that chemical composition testing of, the Thermo-Lag material
installed at CPS would be beneficial in that it would provide additional assurance that the
results of the NEI generic fire endurance test program may be ,applied to CPS. Provided
that the chemical composition results are consistent with the test data previously obtained
by NEI under the generic fire endurance test program, IP concludes that additional
material testing is neither warranted nor cost-beneficial.

Attachments 2 and 3 provide IP's response to the questions posed in the enclosure
of the RAI, the details of the planned chemical composition testing, and the justification
for not performing any other material testing or further verification of material or
installation parameters. i

Attachment I provides an taffidavit supporting the facts set forth in this letter.
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Sincerely yours,

Vice President

I.

WTD/csm

Attachments i:

cc: NRC Clinton Licensing Project Manager
NRC Resident Office, V69o
Regional Administrator,Region 111. USNRC
Illinois Department of Nuclear Safety
Nuclear Energy InstituteI Attn: Alex Marion
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.NRC letter to jP, Tollow-Up to the Requeit for Additional Information
Regarding Gegeric Letter 92-08, Issued Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(0,
Clinton Power3iStation (TAC No. M885535),! dated December 28, 1994.

2 nP letter to thcNRC, "Illinois Powers (iP) Safety Evaluations of Certain
Installations oThermo-Lag. dated March716, 1995.

3t C, I*-inos .. NI R.t . -
.. . '3.nIetPower's Response to the Nuclear Regulaory

Conunission's9ollow-Up to the Request for Additional Information
Regarding Geuie Letter 92-08, nermo-Lag 330-1 Fire Barriers,' dated
December 16,994.

4. NRC letter toW, Follow-Up to the Requect for Additional Information
Regarding G&crie Letter 92-08, Issued Pursuant to 10 CFR 50.54(0, in
D b 2 ,i 1993 - Clinton Power Station (TAC No. M85535)," dated
Scptcmber 19,j1994.

5. IP letter to thl:NRC, 1minois Power's Resuonse to the Nuclear Regulatory
Conunission sRequest for Additional Informnation Regarding Generic

- i Letter 92-08, TILsg 330-1 FireBarrers," dated February 9, 1994.

6. NRC letter tojP, -Request for Additional Information Regarding Generic
Letter 92-085,hrmo-Lxg330-1 Fire Barners" Pursuant to IOCFR
50.54(f) - Clinton Power Station (TAC No.!M85535),' dated December
21, 1993. .
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Attachment I
to U-602435

* .-.. ~- .t

J. G' ., Cook, bein fis dul 'n se an t,
-J.'G. Cook, being first duly swlnX depose nd says: That he is Vice President of Illinois

hat the r thflow p to Rqust for Ad'ditional Information (RAT)

regafding Gcn'Ic att T92h08i ermo-Lag 330-1 Fire Bariers' has been prepared

' under lii'supemiston and direction; that he knows the contents thereof; and that to the

'* .' . ,' -best of his knowledge and beifsaid letter and the facts contained therein are true and

correct. I!,

'Date: Tis 2 day of March 1995.

< ' .,'| Signed: -
- ^. : -!j / J iJ. G. Cook

,':'STATE OF ILLINOIS 1 jSS.

'--' ,t t,-COUNTY 1', C o ta

iif

-',-Subsne and swomn to before me th'is ZLday of March 1995.

'iTi

STATE OFILLINOS1
7 ..... '.5,..... :1 .ilij

,' ::3 otary Public)

, 4 iB, 'I . -: <
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MoterlA1 Properties

As a result of the nuclear industry's concerns, which were expressed by the
Nuclear Energy ;nstitute (0EI) regarding the extensive scope and resource burden

, imposed on the utilities by-the latest NRC request, the NRC staff conducted a public
meeting in Bethesda, Marzlynd, on March 14, 1995. In that meeting the NRC staff

.'explained the consideratioTs and bases for the December, 1994 50.54(f) letter and stated
the NRC stalls expectations..

- Illinois Power (IP) a with the NRCs position, stated at the meeting, that
, ; chemical analysis testing is necessary to cnsure plant-specific barriers are represented by
the generic configurations utilized in industry testing of Thermo-Lag material. IP will
provide Thermo-Lag material samples taken from the plant installations that will not be

. - relied upon as a result of ptanned hardware modifications and participate in the industry's
chemical composition test program being coordinated bj NEI. The intent of the program

;is for each participating utilty to independently select sa~nples and ship them to a common
facility for pyrolosis gas c omatography testing consistent with ASThI D3 452. Use of
this test protocol will alloca comparison of new data from existing Thermo-Lag
installations to hcal test data previously obtained bj ire

'5. . .endurance test programi p ou ,Nl n

The December 28,X994, NRC letter to i eont ns the following quote from a
prcevous. (December 21, 193) NRC letter. )e

[ . w[B]ecause of ques ions about the uniformity of the Thermo-Lag fire
barrier materials prpduced over time, NUMARC [now Nuclear Energy
Institute] stated in s letter of July 29. 1993, thaVjc]hemical analysis of
Thcrmo-Lag materials provided for the program',las well as samples from
utility stock, will b perfobrmed, and a test report prepared comparing the

U< . chemical compositions of the respective samplese'
if '.';. si!d

Subsequent chemica analysis of various ThcrrnftAg materials procured for the
NEI fire endurance tests dl not identify any uhtformityconcern. Additionally, Thermo-
-Lag samples provided from utility warehouse stock were included in the NEO fire
endurance tests with no difecrence in performance. This indicates that the date of
manufacture is not a rclevnt paeter ad validates thc results of the NEI chemical
composition tests. I.
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.: ^ .As oted inthe covarjtetcr, thiformationcontaiIed in this letter regarding the
i .erno-Lag matcrial properties relevant only for tThermo-Lag installed in CPS fire

zones A-la, C-2, CB-le, CI If, D-8, and F-lp. The fotlowing discussion corresponds to
the specific requests for information contained in the first tof the enclosure to the
.50.54(0) letter.

>P, r. ,* ,w-;

.' 1 a- Description orspetcifc Tests and Analyses y
t> stt; ;- ; i!

(i):; Chemical Com}iposition: CPS will participate in the chemical composition
testing of the industry pool of samples which will be tested by one conaunon

. t facTlity. T~e CPS sample selection met dology and schedule are
.proided in thi'rmsponsc to sections l.b and l.c.

(2) Mtaterial Thicuess: The original purchas~ispccification for CPS
Thermo-Lag raterial required that all fire ptrotection-rclated work be
controlled by Jfe contractor's quality assurance (QA) program, which was
required to m*2 the requircmns of 10 CFR 50, Appendix B, and ANSI
N45.2-1971. The installation contractor anlnaterial supplier for CPS

i rThermo-Lag. Brand Industrial Services. Inc~'(BISCO), did have such a
* program estab jshed ntd did comply with itn progra during the

installation. Specificaly, BISCO's QA pro m required that the Thermo-
Lag 330-1 prefabncated panel thickness be ;1J2 inch minimum (for I-hour
applications) Ir 1 inch mnimrnum (for 3-hou1apptications). Material receipt

*. inspection performed by BISCO in accordance with their QA program,
W and is docmn ed for all Therino-Lag lot rnumbers on BISCO turnover

* documentatkio! Additionally, IP performedyvarious QA survcillances of
Thermo-Lag iAstallations as they were completed. On the basis of the
avalable instahation documentation which shows the installed material
thickness to bess specified for each of the CPS installations without
reliance on thi Thermo-Lag manufacturers information, IP concludes that

.. .- ;:there is reasonble assurance that the material thickness conforms with IP
*specicationsS Consequently, IP does not consider it necessary to conduct
any further cxuminations or tests to verify rnaterial thickness.

(3) Material Weight and Density and (4) The'Presence of Voids, Cracks
and Delaminations: IP does not consider it necessary to conduct arry

t further -xamniafons or tests to verify material weight, density, or the
presence of voids, cracks, and delarninations:for the following three

. : .reasons:

BISCO's installation procedures required that all joints and gaps be
filed vith tro l-gradeThermo-Lag material. Additionally,
BISCC is rspection procedures requircd that all edges and joints in

V. .

a- .; > i ...
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J ~th Thbermo-Lag envelope be sealed with the appropriate thickness
-ofrnataial, and that no damage or openings in the envelope be

>.t'SwB... : ,-. - ~ .....evideriL As documented in the13ISC0 tumnover paclcages for CPS
:;L ag, where damage oipenings in the envelope were

.J'Q,8 .:.' fc~iod during QA inspection, thc installation was repaired to a
isfactory condition in accord'ance with BISCO's installation

t';>'4' pdurest~..0l

.* Regular surveillances conducted by IP since 1987 on the Thermo-
L fire barriers, in addition to 6n extensive walk-down and
m..n~pecion ofthe barriers by IP in early 1994, have revealed that the
as- - - l rLag installed at CPS is'n excellent physical condition, with
one minor exception discovered in late 1994. This exception is a

.¢ .4- siall crack in the edge of a butt- joint on a cable tray in fire zone
4 - CB~.e. Thiisjoint will be repair'ed in accordance with BISCO's

.instalation procedures. Compensatory measures, as discussed in
dlettr U-602250, will remain in 'efrcct for fire zone CB-le until the

is completed.

;.* Aspreviously discussed, the safety evaluations performed in
acordance with 10 CFR 50.59fior CPS fire zones A-la, C-2, CB-
I -ICB-lf, D-8 and F-lp have d6rnonstrated that the defense-in-
d' th features of the CPS fire protection program provide
as,,rrance that safe shutdown of the plant is achievable in the event
ofifire in any ofthese six fire zoidcs. While variations in material
w;.ght and density ad the presence of voids, cracks, ind
ddazninations could be postulated to impact the fire endurance
Caj'abiaity of the fire barrier, such variations would not have a
signifcant impact on the capabiity to safely shutdown the plant (as
explained in the CPS safety eCV&ations) because acceptance of the
instlled Therio-Lag is not based solely on its precise fire
en. ,. nec capability.

(5) Fire Endurxnc Cspablikies: In as ing the fire endurancc capability
of Therm6Iag installed on safe shutd6'wn cables, IP prepared calculations
using data extracted from the NEI and Texas Utilities Electric Company
(TUE) firetests. These calculations conmpared the CPS installations to the
configuratons ofthe industry test samples to ensure their applicability. As
shown in the safcty evaluations, the fire endurance capability of the
installed Thewro-Lag barrier is but one' part of the defense-in-depth
features of, the CPS fire protection program which collectively ensure that
safe shutdown capability is not affected in the event of a fire in any of the
six fire zopes. Therefore, minor variations in the firc cndurance capability

4. 4
.g4 .,''; *,.- . .i I!,
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ofthe Thermo-Lag material installed in these six fire zones would not have
a significifl impact on the capability to safely shutdown the plant.

^. . .Additionaily, the use of the chemical cjmposition data to be obtained by
H i - . the tests iiscussed in item (1) will pro'ide additional basis to confirm the

' a"'pplicability of the NEI and TUE test da ta, with respect to the fire
i . . endurance capabilities of the Thermo-I&g installed at CPS.

(6) Combustibility and.(7) Flame Spreid Rating: Therdo-Lags heat of
combustion and lateral flame spread we're tested by Underwriters
Laboratofies (UL) using test protocol fASTM E1321 and ASTM E1354
respectivey. These test results were pjrovided in the "Therino-Lag 330-1
Combustibility Evaluation Methodology Plant Screening Guide" issued by
the Nuclear Utility Management Resodice Council (NUMARC). In
calculating the fire loads in CPS fire zo'es, IP has accounted for the heat of
combustzqtn of Thermno-Lag. ith rega'rd to flame spread, IP's fire
modelin %alculations of the installations in which Thermo-Lag fire barrier
is wrapped around safe shutdown cableis concluded that the fixed and
transient combustibles in each fire zonewould not ignite the Thermo-Lag
material.ince the CPS fireload calculhtions acknowledge the
combusti ility of Thermo-Lag and sincl the fire modeling calculations
show thailthe ignition of Thermo-Lag is not credible, IP does not consider

-4.
it necessary to conduct any further cxaninations or tests to verify Thermo-
Lag combustibility and flame spread rating.

.1i

(8) Ampacit4 Derating: As discussed in#tb1e safety evaluations transmitted to
the NRC76n March 16, 1995 the Thermio-Lag fire barriers installed at CPS
do not a0lersely impact the current carrying capability of the protected

.*.' . S''cables. The reliance on Thermo-Lag for the remaining cables currently
protected by Thermo-Lag will be eliminated by the hardware modifications
scheduledto be implemented in Refuling Outages 6 and 7. Consequently,
lIP does not consider it necessary to conduct any further examinations or
tests to va Thermo-Lag ampacity derating.

E (9) Mechanmcal Properties such As Tensile Strength, Compressive
Strength Shear Strength, and Flexl'rial Strength: These properties are
related td the fire barrier seismic considerations and not to fire barrier

. performansce. The Thermo-Lag fire barriers at CPS are not seismically
qualified;'howeer, like for piping insulation, the dead weight of the
material Ias accounted for in the evaluation ofthe structural adequacy of
the raceway hangers during a seismic event. The fire barriers are installed
with stress skin, steel bands and tie wires in a configuration that gross
failure ofiThermc-Lag fire barriers during a seismic event is unlikely. For
these reasons, IP does not consider it necessary to conduct any further

Aft;' ' ,i{.1.'
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e 'xaminations or tests to verify Thermo-L g mechanical properties such as
tensile strenrgth, compressive strength, shear strength, and flexural strength.

fb. Sample Size: Thinsmisbesion applies to the chemical composition testing. The
manufacturers lot nsumbors for all Therrno-Lag material used on each commodity

.in each CPS installAlon are identified in the contractor's (BISCO's) turnover
documentation. Additionally, each preformed panel and conduit preshape section

' ' installed in the fieldtis usually marked with its lo'tChumber. The chemical
composition testingjlliscussed in item l.a. (1) wili~be performed for Thermo-Lag
330-1 material instilled at CPS. IP intends to obtain representative samples from
ten percent of the approximately 85 Thermo-Lag 330-1 lot numbers installed at
CPS and ship them tp the test laboratory which will conduct the test for the

. .industry. Lot numbers will be the only basis for sample selection, as the shape or
form of the Thermo-Lag material has no bearing .n its chemical composition. The

.-.. time of manufactureland installation at CPS is not considered to be a significant
variable since all of the CPS procurement and installation activities occurred within
a relatively short time period, November 1985 to April 1986.

C. Schedule: This discussion applies to the chemical composition tcsting. IP will
ship the samples tothe test laboratory by May 3 i,1995. The schedule for the

.- '. - performance of the tests and results evaluation wiil be in accordance with the
' .industry effort involving a number of participating utilities and the NEI.

d. Reporting of Tests and Analyses: This discussion applies to the chemical
composition testing IP will provide to the NRCithe requested supplemental
report within 60 dab of receipt of the evaluation of the chemical composition test
results.

"'.>.A'-:'' ., 1 1
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imporp rnt Barrier Installation Par'ameters

In Attachment I to letter U46250 dated February 9, 199t Illinois Power stated:

'In cases where the ned for Thermo-Lag fire barriers will be eliminated through
' plant modifications, or the existing Thermo-Lag firbarrier is accepted as-is, the

unknown parameters will not be evaluated. In caselwhere IP decides to upgrade
the existing configuration, the necessary parametert jwill be obtained through

. destructive examinatio"As, vendor sources, or firthetresearch of installation
documentation. If it becomes unreasonably difficult to obtain the information by
the above methods, IP,' 6ill make a 'worst-case asJrmption for the unknown
parameters. Finally, IPI will consider the results of the NUMARC test program and
Application Guide, and may either remove parameters from or add parameters to

: . the list of important parameters depending upon the test results and Application
Guide."

Subsequently, Illinois Power l ermined the following: .
'l Id

* The four hardware m6rdifications as committed to the NRC in IP's response (U-
602250 dated Fcbruar. 9, 1994) to the NRC's RAI letter dated December 2 1,
1993, will eliminate thli reliance on Thermo-Lag material to protect safe shutdown
capability in fire zones.CB4, CB-5a, CB-6d, and CB-Ig. Additionally, the safety
evaluations for fire zones A-la, C-2, CB-le, CB-lfj!D-8, and F-lp have
determined that no unrcviewed safety questions exi;i relative to protection of safe
shutdown capability in,the event of fire. As shown in the safety evaluations, the
fire endurance capability of the installed Thermo-Lag barrier is but one part of the

' defense-in-depth features of the CPS fire protection program. Collectively, these
features ensure that th1e safe shutdown capability is nrot affected in the event of a
fire in one of these six 1fire zones. Therefore, the above referenced statements
regarding unknown parameters and efforts to obtai'.them are no longer applicable
to CPS.

* IP's review of the NEi4pplication Guide and of NEI and TUE test data did not
reveal any important parameters to be added. Neitller were any of the parameters
specifically removed f nm consideration when assessing fire endurance capability,

C ': ' ' due to the lack of speqfic information in the test data to ascertain a given
parameters influence 6pi test results. Therefore, the1above referenced statements
regarding addition or fmoval of parameters of importance are no longer

* ' applicable to CPS. i

:{.-, ' 1
I
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i As noted in the cover letter, the information contained in this letter regarding the
quality assurance of Therrno-II g installation parameters is ?rlevant only for the Thermo-

* Lag installed in CPS fire zones A-la, C-2, CB-le, CB-If, D!8, and F-lp. The following
discussion corresponds to the pecific requests for information contained in the second

Wy part of the enclosure to the 50d54(0 letter.

2. a. Description of examiStions and inspections ;K'

. From the time that The'ro-Lag material was first proposed for use at CPS until
the present, Illinois Po'wer has conducted various activities to verify, with
reasonable assurance, te Thermno-Lag parameters of importance as identified by
the NRC staff in the NRCs RAT of December 1993. Specific verification activities
include: '} I!

'a

* The original purchase SFecification for the Thermo-Lag material required that all
fire protection-related '~prk be controlled by the contractor's quality assurance
(QA) program, which v's required to meet the requirements of 10 CFR 50
Appendix B and ANSI i45.2-1971. BISCO did haVe such a program established
and did comply with its program during the installation. Specifically, BISCO's QA
program required the following:

a) material aceability of all Thermo-Lagby lot number, both
in the condstruction documentation andon the material itself

b) certificaibn of installation and inspection personnel
c) 100°/ inspection of each commodity section in each

installation to verif6 that it conformed to the installation
procedures and design details (as discussed in the following
paragraph)

d) identification and resolution of installation problems in
accordance with BISCO's corrective action (non-
confornance) program

e) document tion of these activities (i.e.,.turnover packages)

Additionally, Illinois eesQA program, which also meets the requirements of
IOCFRSO, Appendix B, End ANSI N45-2, required qualification of the contractor
and inspection of the Thrro-Lag installations at tirne of turnover.

The original purchase sp;cification for CPS Thermo-Lag installation required the
contractor to submit insitllation and inspection proceaures for review and
approval. BISCO's procedures and design details were reviewed and approved by
IP's architect/engineer, Sargent & Lundy (S&L). Based in part on TSI Technical

.I I 1. I',
a;:::; -|
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Manuals 1 130-83Ai and 20684, the BISCO procedures were revised to contain
more detail than the TSI manuals. Specificallyjt'he BISCO installation procedures
and details identificd:

a) app'roved materials
b) cleanliness and primer adhesion requirements
c) minitnum sizes for tic wire, banding, and anchors
d) strc; -skin orientation
c) mlinium spacing between tic wires or banding
f) minimum thickness of prefabricated panel
g) use'of butt-joint or score-and-folded joints
h) amo'unt of precoating (prebuttering) for butt joints
i) minimum thickness of preshaped conduit sections
j) mini,,mum anchor penetration, anchor spacing, and flange

width for attachment to concrete
k) minitnum thickness of material to'cover anchors
I) minil um thickness and lcngth of material for thermal shorts
m) miniium overlap to cover penetration seal interface
n) minigium thickness of material fob in-tray fircstops
o) mini"mum depth of caulk-and-fiber for internal conduit seals
p) requirement to fill gaps or joints as needed prior to

1 41
completion

The actual thicknesscs or measurements for the above parameters were not
recorded in the Thernto-Lag turnover packages for CPS; however, BISCO
installation and inspection personnel did, verify and initial that the minimum
requirements for these parameters had been satisfied.

* In response to the NRCs letter dated December 21, 1993, Illinois Power
conducted cxtensive walk-downs of the installed Thermo-Lag material at CPS in
early 1994 to gather'information relative to the parameters of importance as
identified by the NR(C staff. Attachment 3 to U-602250 contains the results of
these walk-downs. urum these walk-downs IP dia not find any indication of
material or installation defects, and in all cases thcinstallations were verified to
conform to the BISCO installation procedures and design details.

,. :

* Ali information that iP has accumulated about the'24 Thermo-Lag installation
parameters of importance as identified by the NRC staff in the RAI of December
1993 was presented in Attachment 3 of U-602250. In that attachment, IP stated
that for several of thi'pirameters, verification of tie parameter would be
impossible even upon-dismantling or brceching the'Thermo-Lag envelope. In such
cases the indeterminaite parameter was conservatively assumed to be wworst-casec
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when assessing the fire endurance capability of the as-installcd Thermo-Lag. As
shown in the aforementioned safety evaluations performed in accordance with 10
CFR 50.59, the fire endurance capability for the installed Thcrmo-Lag barrier is
but one part of the defcnsc-in-dcpth fire protection features which ensure that safe
shutdown ability is not afTccted in the event of a fire. As indicated in letter
U-602425, dated March 16, 1995, these evaluations determined that no
unreviewed safcty questions exist. Because of the conservative asiuniptikn 11mdeQ
tho lndotcraminato nature of several of the Installation parameters does not impact
the conclusions of these safety evaluations.

In light of the activities discussed above, IP has determinedithat further efforts to verify
these parameters arc neither technically necessary nor cost-if~cctive. Consequently, IP
does not intend to conduct any further verification of installation parameters.

2. b. Description of examination and inspection method1ology

As discussed in the above section, IP does not intend to conduct any further
verification of installation parameters. For descriptions of the examinations and
inspections conducted in the past, see the above section.

2. c. Schedule for examination and inspection

As discussed in the above section, IP does not intend to conduct any further
verification of installation parameters; therefore, a schedule for such activities is
not provided. 7

2. d. Written supplemental ,eport

As discussed in the above section, IP does not intend to conduct any further
verification of installation parameters; therefore, IP does not intend to submit a
supplemental report.
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